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Global Aviation Club (GAC)

 The Global Aviation Club (GAC) is the philanthropic arm for the enhancement of the Aviation community and

 bringing together the people from around the globe who share a mutual interest and passion for the

 Aviation industry. GAC (Global Aviation Club) contributions fund programs that membership dues don’t

 cover, including the GAC Air Safety Institute and All Can Fly program. Our goal is to fund opportunities of

growth for every GAC member and the entire general aviation community.

 Eventually from 2020, the GAC (Global Aviation Club) has been the leading educational & lifestyle club for all

 Aviators incl. the Aircraft Owners / Operators, the Pilots, the Aircraft Maintenance Engineers, the Air Traffic

 Controllers, the Aeronautical Engineers, the Cabin Crew & all other Aviation Enthusiasts. Established by the

 highly professional and visionary Aviators, the GAC enhances the lifestyle of our members by offering a wide

 range of benefits associated to the Aviation industry, as well as by organizing social, sporting and leisure

opportunities for our members.

 GAC membership is open to all Aviators & Aviation Enthusiasts who share the mutual respect and devotion

 for the Aviation industry in all the categories justifying as The Aviators. The GAC is operated by a Board of

 Members, led by consisting of the President, Vice – President, Secretary, Deputy Secretary, and the Treasurer.

 The Board meetings are conducted on every fortnightly basis to plan / resolve / manage the ideas / concerns

issues / affairs of the Club and its dignified Members.

 GAC core idea is to create a self – sustainable eco – system, where all the Aviators can contribute their ideas,

 experiences & expertise for the enhancement of Aviation industry globally and all the Aviation Enthusiast

 should be provided with an equal opportunity for engaging in the Aviation industry as per their desires.
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Improvising the Aviation standards globally, by regular discussion and advocacy for the concerned
Civil Aviation Authorities existing.

GAC Objectives Include:

Bringing together the likeminded people and those who are interested in Aviation educations / policies.

Possibly providing financial aid to all the students willing to opt Aviation as their career. GAC funds to
students in following categories: Commercial Pilot Training, Aircraft Maintenance Engineering ICAO II,
Aeronautical Engineering & Cabin Crew.

To promote the General Aviation Community by all possible means for its advancement.

Conducting events & live shows along with the various Aircrafts for developing awareness among
the community for opting Aviation as their career.

Engaging directly with the Aviation Manufacturers for acquiring their inputs & views on growth of
Aviation Industry and to identify the challenges / issues faced by them.

Regularly keep identifying the vacuum existing in the Aviation Industry and keep generating the
ideas for new Aviation projects to be required in the near future.

Proper guiding the Aviation Enthusiasts and Investors for enrolling in the Aviation industry as their
prestigious business and additional entitle in their esteemed profile.

Providing best in class luxury Aviation Services for its discerning clientele by charter, sale & purchase
of Business Jets, Heavy & Light Aeroplanes / Helicopters, and all other Aerial instruments.

To promote and enroll into R & D of the Drone technology and other Remote – Controlled Aircrafts.

Improvising the Aviation Safety & Quality standards for all the Aviation Professionals & Enthusiasts.

 The GAC specializes in organizing Charter Business Flights for individuals, groups, and corporations for all
 purposes, using both its own fleet and the best private jets available for passenger transit. We organize flights
 to any destination in the world, en – route you require, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. We also specialize in
 providing Air Ambulance services to the most remote locations in the world. Moreover we also provide the
best in class Aero Adventure activities for the Aviation Enthusiasts.

 The GAC operates using the SKY and SKY Plus systems. The SKY system covers all services related to

 theorganization of all categories of flights in a variety of private jets. The SKY Plus system includes services

 which are provided on top of private jet hire, such as airport transfers, accommodation, leisure,

 entertainment and business events, and all accompanying services during travel, at the standard of world

 premium – class concierge services. In order to provide these services, we work with partners specializing in

premium individual Aviation & tourist services.
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AVIATION
 Aviation includes the activities surrounding mechanical flight and the aircraft industry. Aircraft includes

 fixedwing and rotary-wing types, morphable wings, wing-less lifting bodies, as well as lighter-than-air craft

such as hot air balloons and airships.

 Aviation began in the 18th century with the development of the hot air balloon, an apparatus capable of

 atmospheric displacement through buoyancy. Some of the most significant advancements in aviation

 technology came with the controlled gliding flying of Otto Lilienthal in 1896; then a large step in significance

 came with the construction of the first powered airplane by the Wright brothers in the early 1900s. Since that

 time, aviation has been technologically revolutionized by the introduction of the jet which permitted a major

 form of transport throughout the world. The word aviation was coined by the French writer and former naval

 officer Gabriel La Landelle in 1863. He originally derived the term from the verb avier (an unsuccessful

neologism for "to fly"), itself derived from the Latin word avis ("bird") and the suffix -ation

There are five major manufacturers of civil transport aircraft (in alphabetical order):

Airbus, based in Europe.

Boeing, based in the United States of America.

Bombardier, based in Canada.

Embraer, based in Brazil.

United Aircraft Corporation, based in Russia.

 The potential for Aviation has never been as exciting as in recent years. With rapidly increasing high net

 worth entrepreneurs and business organizations and a large youthful demographic population looking for

 new and exciting sports and adventure, Aviation is poised to make rapid strides. It has been long felt by the

 Aviation Community that growth has been stifled due to poor infrastructure, lack of encouraging policies

and rules that have not kept pace with changes in Aviation.

This handbook is published by GAC (Global Aviation Club) as a primer on the basics of Aviation for use by its

 members and as a reference guide to the large number of officers, policy makers and regulators. This does

 not represent the present policies or regulations of Aviation but captures the essence of Aviation as is

presently being viewed in most parts of the world.

 Civil aviation has unique characteristics compared with other industries: it is not only wide –ranging but also

 an instrumental force of globalization. The term civil aviation refers to the operation of any civil aircraft and

 related activities for the purpose of transportation by air. In other words, civil aviation covers all aviation

 activities except military operations. Although generally the design, development and production of a civil

 aircraft is considered separately as in aerospace industry, in a broader sense civil aviation and the operation

 of a civil aircraft refers to the design, development, production, and use of aircraft and all related activities

 and facilities for serving some kind of transportation activities by air. Unlike many other fields that grow

 domestically first and then expand to other countries, the civil aviation industry has had an international

 character from its beginning. This verity is partly a result of the uniqueness of air transportation. Travel

 through air has naturally a beyond – border character and needs some legal requirements between

 countries. In addition, safe and secure air navigation and air transportation between countries requires

 standardized special equipment, facilities and operational procedures. Another reason for the international

 characteristic of civil aviation is the industry’s massive need for financial investment. Generally, the domestic

markets of individual countries are not strong enough to finance the needed investments.
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 Civil aviation activities, as proposed by the ICAO, include commercial air transport, general aviation, airport

 services, air navigation services, civil aviation manufacturing, aviation training, maintenance and overhaul,

 regulatory functions and other activities. Air transportation in a broad sense means travel by air, but in

 narrow sense it represents commercial air transportation, especially airlines. ICAO defines commercial air

 transport as “an aircraft operation involving the transport of passengers, cargo or mail for remuneration or

 hire.” The International Air Transport Association (IATA) is an organization that represents and serves the

 world airlines and establishes commercial standards of the global aviation system. One of the duties of IATA

 is to ensure that people and goods can move around the global airline network as easily as if they were on a

 single airline in a single country. Today, due to code-sharing agreements, a passenger can travel around the

 globe with different airlines but with the same flight number on one’s ticket and without seeing one’s

baggage.

The other large interest area of civil aviation is general aviation. ICAO defines general aviation as “an aircraft

 operation other than a commercial air transport operation or an aerial work operation.” Aerial work is “an

 aircraft operation in which an aircraft is used for specialized services such as agriculture, construction,

 photography, surveying, observation and patrol, search and rescue, aerial advertisement, etc.” Airport

 services are another segment of civil aviation activities. Almost all aircrafts need a designed surface (land,

water or ice, etc.) for takeoff and landing, so landing strips are essential.

DEFINITION
 Aircraft means any machine which can derive support in the atmosphere from reactions of the air other than

 reactions of the air against the earth's surface and includes balloons whether fixed or free, airships, kites,

gliders and flying machines.

AIRCRAFT

Aerobatic Display Light Aircraft Helicopter

Ski-Plan ski Glider Microlight / Ultralight
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Seaplaneskid Fighter Biplane

Hot-Air Baloon Airship Drone

AIRCRAFT TYPE CLASSIFICATION

 Aeroplane means a power-driven heavier-than-air aircraft,

 deriving its lift in flight chiefly from aerodynamic reactions on

surfaces which remain fixed under given conditions of flight.

Airship means a power-driven lighter-than air aircraft.

 Amateur – built aircraft means an aircraft, the major portion

(minimum 51%) of which has been fabricated and assembled by

 person or persons who undertook the construction project solely

for their own education, research and development, sports or

recreation.
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Amphibian means an aeroplane capable normally of taking

off from and alighting on either land or a solid platform or

water.

Balloon means a non-power-driven lighter – than – air aircraft.

 Flight Simulator means a device which provides an accurate

 representation of the flight deck of a particular aircraft type to the

 extent that the mechanical, electrical, electronic and the like,

 aircraft systems control functions, the normal environment of

 flight crew members, and the performance and flight

characteristics of that type of aircraft are realistically simulated.

Flying machine means a mechanically driven aerodyne, and

includes all aeroplanes, helicopters and gyroplanes.

 Glider means a non – power – driven heavier – than – air

 aircraft, deriving its lift in flight chiefly from aerodynamic

 reactions on surfaces which remain fixed under given

conditions of flight.

 Gyroplane means a rotorcraft whose rotors are not engine –

 driven, except for initial starting, but are made to rotate by

 action of the air when the rotorcraft is moving; and whose

 means of propulsion, consisting usually of conventional

propellers, is independent of the rotor system.
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 Helicopter means a heavier – than – air aircraft supported in

 flight by the reactions of the air on one or more power

driven rotors on substantially vertical axis.

 Light Sport Aircraft means a fixed wing aircraft with maximum

 certificated take off mass exceeding 450 Kgs. but not exceeding

 600 Kgs. (650 Kgs. in case of sea planes) and stalling speed not

exceeding 45 knots.

 Microlight Aircraft means Microlight aircraft (single seater)

 and Microlight aircraft (two seater) and excludes hang

gliders and para – planes.

 Microlight aircraft (single seater) means a fixed wing aircraft

 with maximum all up weight not exceeding 330 kg and a wing

 area not less than 10 sq. meters and which is designed to carry

not more than one person.

 Microlight Aircraft (two seater) means a fixed wing aircraft

 with a maximum all up weight not exceeding 450 kg and a

 wing area not less than 0 sq. meters and which is designed to

carry not more than two persons.

 Seaplane means an aeroplane capabl normally of taking off

from and alighting solely on water.
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GLOBAL AIRCRAFT NATIONALITY &
REGISTRATION MARKS
 The concept of nationality for aircraft was adapted from maritime law where the national flag is used to

 indicate a ship’s country of registration. The issues of aircraft nationality and registration were considered

 during the International Air Navigation Conference held in Paris in 1910. Despite the absence of a final signed

 agreement at the end of that Conference, the principles of the nationality of aircraft and its registration were

 formally incorporated into a Convention Relating to the Regulation of Aerial Navigation, signed in 1919 (“Paris

 Convention”). Chapter II – Nationality of Aircraft and Annex A to the Paris Convention described the rules and

specifications for aircraft nationality and registration.

Nowadays, the principles of aircraft nationality are reflected in the Convention on International Civil Aviation

 (“Chicago Convention”). Pursuant to the Chicago Convention, aircraft have the nationality of the State in

 which they are registered. All aircraft engaged in international air navigation shall bear appropriate

 nationality and registration marks in order to permit identification. Annex 7 – Aircraft Nationality and

 Registration Marks sets out Standards and Recommended Practices for the allocation, assignment and

display of nationality, registration and common marks. It also sets the format of the certificate of registration.

The detailed list of Aircraft Registration Marks as per their respective Nationality has been

mentioned below:
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CORE PROFILES IN AVIATION

The Aviation industry mainly compromises of certain profiles:

 Aeronautical Engineer:  Aeronautical engineers work with aircraft. They are involved primarily in
 designing aircraft and propulsion systems and in studying the aerodynamic performance of aircraft
 and construction materials. They work with the theory, technology, and practice of flight within the
Earth's atmosphere.

 Pilots: An aircraft pilot or aviator is a person who controls the flight of an aircraft by operating its
directional flight controls.

 Aircraft Maintenance Engineers:  An aircraft maintenance engineer, also licensed aircraft
maintenance engineer, is a licensed person who carries out and certifies aircraft maintenance.

 Cabin Crew:  A Cabin Crew provide in-flight services to ensure that airline passengers have a
comfortable and smooth flying experience.

 Ground Crew:  A Ground Crew (also known as ground operations in civilian aviation) are
personnel that service aircraft while on the ground, during routine turn-around.

 Air Traffic Controller:  Air traffic control is a service provided by ground-based air traffic
 controllers who direct aircraft on the ground and through a given section of controlled airspace,
and can provide advisory services to aircraftm in non-controlled airspace.
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WONDERING TO BECOME A PILOT!
THE BASIC TYPES OF PILOTS IN SUCCESSIVE ORDER OF QUALIFICATIONS INCLUDE:

 Student Pilot: All pilots start out as students. Student pilots learn to fly while working their way through

 the knowledge and flying skills needed to earn their sport, recreational, or private pilot certificate. A

 student pilot's flying privileges are very limited but provide enough freedom to allow them to learn all of

 the basics, including standard airport-to-airport cross-country flying skills and interaction with air traffic

 control (ATC). When student pilots first start learning to fly, they complete all of their flights with a

 certificated flight instructor (CFI) on board. Once they've reached the age of 16, have a valid Class III

medical, and have mastered the basic skills and educational topics of flight, they can solo.

 Student pilots learn how to fly in good weather during the day and night. They also learn basic

 instrument flying skills, which teach them how to fly by reading the instruments in the cockpit and

without visual reference to the ground. They are not allowed to carry any passengers, or to fly for hire.

 Sport Pilot: The sport pilot certificate was introduced by some countries about a decade ago. Sport pilots

 fly smaller, lighter, less-complex, one or two seat airplanes. Sport pilots generally fly in aircraft that fly at

 low speeds—less than 100 mph. In many countries Sport pilots do not need a medical certificate to fly an

 aircraft. They may use their current driver's license as proof that they are medically fit to operate low

 speed aircraft. Sport pilots can only fly a special limited class of aircraft known as light sport aircraft (LSA).

 LSAs are popular around the world due to their affordability, ease of maintenance and superior

 performance for cross country flying, with the ability to operate from grass strips, short fields and

runways.

 Recreational Pilot:  The recreational pilot certificate is a more limited form of the private certificate. It

 requires less effort and money to earn than the private; however, most people who start down this path

 eventually go on to earn the private certificate anyway. Additional training and experience allows a

recreational pilot to easily upgrade to a private pilot certificate.

 Private Pilot:  Almost all pilots work towards earning a traditional private pilot certificate. It has the fewest

 limitations and, with additional training, can be upgraded to include more advanced capabilities such as

 flying in bad weather, flying an airplane with two or more engines, or flying professionally. Private pilots

 comprise the largest group of pilots and are among the most active fliers. A private pilot—with

 appropriate training, ratings, and endorsements may carry passengers in any aircraft, day or night, good

 or bad weather. Private pilots may not fly for compensation or hire (no passenger or revenue services) but

 may share equally with their passengers the direct operating expenses of a flight—specifically fuel, oil,

airport parking and landing fees, and aircraft rental charges.

 Instrument Rating:  This add-on rating allows a pilot to fly in weather with reduced visibilities such as

 rain, low clouds, or heavy haze. When flying in these conditions, pilots follow instrument flight rules (IFR).

 The instrument rating provides the skills needed to complete flights without visual reference to the

 ground, except for the takeoff and landing phases. All pilots who fly above 18,000 feet mean sea level

 (msl) must have an instrument rating. The instrument rating makes the use of aircraft more practical for

routine transportation.
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 Commercial Pilot:  As the name implies, commercial pilots can be paid to fly aircraft. They may fly for

 hire in accordance with applicable parts of the aviation regulations. Commercial pilots have stringent

medical criteria and undertake regular flight review with a certified flight

instructor (CFI).

 Certificated Flight Instructor:  A certificated flight instructor (CFI) is authorized by the Aviation

 Regulator to give instruction to student pilots and pilots taking recurrent training or preparing for

 additional certificates or ratings. They also may give flight reviews and recommend their students for

 flight tests. CFIs may earn a special instrument instructor rating, allowing them to teach instrument

 flying (operating an aircraft in the air solely by instrument indications without visual reference to the

ground). An instructor with this rating is called a CFII.

 Airline Transport Pilots:  This is the doctorate degree of piloting. Most ATPs have many thousands of

 hours of flight time. ATPs also must have a commercial certificate and an instrument rating. ATPs may

 instruct other pilots in air transportation service in aircraft in which the ATP is rated. They may not

 instruct pilots outside of air transportation service unless they also have an appropriate fight instructor

certificate.

 Designated Examiner:  If the airline transport pilot is the doctorate degree of piloting, then becoming

 a pilot examiner is the equivalent of mastering advanced postdoctoral work. These individuals are few

 and far between. As the name implies, these people have been designated to test or examine the

 performance of their fellow pilots. Examiners typically have decades of realworld experience and

 perform the majority of official check rides or flight tests for everyone from new pilots to seasoned

airline captains.

 Pilots are certificated by the Aviation Administration of the country for particular types of flying activities

 together with a set of add – on ratings to specify not only what types of aircraft pilots may fly, but also

 whether they may carry passengers, fly for hire, or fly in certain weather conditions. In addition to a pilot

certificate, pilots also must have a current medical certificate issued by a designated physician.

 Pilot certificates are earned through the successful completion of ground school, written examination, oral

 examination and flight test. Access and enrollment to flying schools is quite easy in most parts of the world.

 There is no certification or entry test required to become a student pilot and anybody over the age of 14 years

 can start learning to fly. Even someone with physical impairments can fly with some modifications to control

 systems. Exams for Private licenses are conducted at various flight schools by the CFI or Examiners based

there and results are given immediately to the candidates.

 In order to reduce delays and costs of administration, many countries have devolved the administration and

 issue of pilot licensing to independent associations like the Microlight Association, the Light Aircraft

 Association or the Experimental Aircraft Association. Members of these associations get immediate and

personal access to services like licensing, renewals and endorsements.
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 If you are interested to seek guidance on any other profile (other that Pilot)
of Aviation; directly connect with us over email / phone.

 This handbook is published by GAC BUSINESS AVIATION ASSOCIATION
 L.L.C, DUBAI, UAE as a primer on the basics of Aviation for use by its
 members and as a reference guide to the large number of officers, policy
makers, regulators and enthusiasts.

 This captures the essence of Aviation as is presently being viewed in most
parts of the world.

 Readers are requested to send in their comments, views and suggestions
for incorporation into forthcoming editions of this handbook.

+971-42984701 www.gac.network
info@gac.network
inquiry@gac.network



WELCOME ABOARD
ENJOY THE FLIGHT, HAPPY LANDINGS
BLUE SKIES


